LAVACA REGIONAL PLANNING GROUP

APPLICATION TO THE
TEXAS WATER DEVELOPMENT BOARD
REQUESTING GRANT FUNDS TO DEVELOP A
REGIONAL WATER PLAN FOR THE LAVACA
REGIONAL WATER PLANNING AREA

I. GENERAL INFORMATION
1.

Legal name of applicant(s).
Lavaca-Navidad River Authority

2.

Regional Water Planning Group:
Lavaca Regional Water Planning Group

3.

Authority of law under which the applicant was created.
Lavaca-Navidad River Authority is a body politic and corporate created by the Texas
Legislature and existing pursuant to article XVI, Section 59 of the Texas Constitution
and a series of acts formerly compiled as Aricle 8280-131, Vernon’s Annotated Texas
Civil Statutes

4.

Applicant's official representative, Name, Title, Mailing address, Phone number, Fax
number, if available, E-mail Address, and Vendor ID Number.
Patrick Brzozowski, General Manager
Lavaca-Navidad River Authority
P.O. Box 429
Edna, Texas 77957-0429
Phone No. 361.782.5229
Fax No. 361.782.5310
Email info@lnra.org
Vendor ID No. 74-1600109

5.

Is this application in response to a Request for Proposals published in the Texas Register?
Yes

6.

XX

No

If yes to No. 6 above, list document number and date of publication of the Texas Register.
Texas Register Document No. 200603279, published June 23, 2006

7.

Type of proposed planning:
Initial scope of work
Development of a regional water plan
Revision of a regional water plan
Special studies approved by TWDB

8.

XX

XX

Total proposed planning cost.
$250,900

9.

Cash Contribution to the study.
No funds are currently identified to assist with the proposed study.

10.

List source of cash contribution, explanation of source of local cash contribution.
N/A

11.

Total grant funds requested from the Texas Water Development Board.
$250,900

12.

Detailed statement of the purpose for which the money will be used.
Funding special studies to better define issues relating to the investigation of updated
groundwater availability, updating of agricultural irrigation demands, investigation of
spring flows in the area, the addition of plan amendments to allow for new water
supplies, and public outreach and administration.

13.

Detailed description of why state funding assistance is needed.
The cities in the region would normally be the candidates for providing local matches
for area needs, but the needs of the cities for water supply are met throughout the 50year planning horizon from the available groundwater supplies and are substantially
less than the demands of agriculture. Therefore, the burden of exploring the
development of water supplies to meet future needs falls upon agricultural producers
that are unable to develop the significant amounts of capital required for matching
shares to fund a conventional matching grant application.
In view of the above, the Lavaca Regional Water Planning Group is requesting that 100
percent of the technical work be funded for this study in the same manner in which the
technical work was funded in previous studies.

14.

Identify potential sources and amounts of funding available for implementation of viable
solutions resulting from proposed planning.
The Natural Resource Conservation Service matching funds for conservation
improvements. Texas Water Development board loan fund.

II. PLANNING INFORMATION
15.

A detailed scope of work for proposed planning.
The major scope items proposed for this planning process are listed below. Please
see Appendix A for a detailed description of these tasks.
1. Groundwater Availability Determinations
2. Review and Update Demand information for Rice Irrigation
3. Investigation of Springflows
4. Changed Conditions/Plan Amendments
5. Public Outreach/Administration

16.

Prioritization of scope of work tasks by the regional planning group.
The scope items presented in Appendix A and above are listed in the priority order
assigned by the LRWPG.

17.

A task budget for detailed scope of work by task.
Please see Appendix B.

18.

An expense budget for detailed scope of work by expense category.
Please see Appendix C.

19.

A time schedule for completing detailed Scope of Work by task.
Please see Appendix D.

20.

Specific deliverables for each task in Scope of Work.
Deliverables for the scope items are presented with each scope item in Appendix A.

21.

Method of monitoring study progress.
Progress reports to the TWDB, Regional Planning Group, and Lavaca-Navidad River
Authority.

22.

Qualifications and direct experience of proposed project staff.
Please see Appendix E.

III. WRITTEN ASSURANCES
Written assurance of the following items:
Proposed planning does not duplicate existing projects;
The proposed planning does not duplicate existing projects.
Implementation of viable solutions identified through the proposed planning will be diligently
pursued and identification of potential sources of funding for implementation of viable solutions;
Securing funds for water projects in the Lavaca Region is especially difficult due to the way
that the only unmet needs have been identified within agricultural users who are least
capable of funding major projects. The completion of the proposed scope items will allow
a better definition of users who would stand to benefit from such projects and where
funding may be secured for implementing the recommended strategies.
If a grant is awarded, written evidence that local matching funds are available for the proposed
planning must be provided when the contract is executed.
Due to the reason given above, the Lavaca Regional Water Planning Group requests funds
for these studies without local matching funds.

IV. PROOF OF NOTIFICATION
Proof of notification
Develop or revise regional water plans. Eligible applicants requesting funds to develop or revise
regional water plans must, not less than 30 days before board consideration of the application, provide
notice that an application for planning assistance is being filed with the executive administrator by:
(1)

publishing notice once in a newspaper of general circulation in each county located in
whole or in part in the regional water planning area; and

(2)

mailing notice to each mayor of a municipality with a population of 1,000 or more or
which is a county seat and that is located in whole or in part in the regional water
planning area, to each county judge of a county located in whole or in part in the
regional water planning area, to all districts and authorities created under Texas
Constitution, Article III, §52, or Article XVI, §59, located in whole or in part in the
regional water planning area based upon lists of such water districts and river
authorities obtained from Texas Commission on Environmental Quality, and all
regional water planning groups in the state.

The notice must include the following:
Name and address of applicant and applicant's official representative;
Brief description of proposed planning area;
Purpose of the proposed planning;
Texas Water Development Board Executive Administrator's name and address; and
Statement that any comments on the proposed planning must be filed with the applicant
and the Texas Water Development Board Executive Administrator within 30 days of the
date on which the notice was mailed.
The Lavaca-Navidad River Authority has complied with this requirement. Copies of the
notices can be found in Appendix F.

APPENDIX A
PRIORITIZED SCOPE OF WORK

The Texas Water Development Board has published the guidelines for the next round of regional
planning and announced the availability of grant funds to accomplish specific tasks within the regional
planning process. The Board also requested the submission of grant applications from each of the
regional planning areas to perform additional tasks during this funding round as long as they fit into one
of the following categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Evaluation of new water management strategies in response to changed conditions;
Studies that will further implementation of recommended water management strategies;
Refinement of water supply information or water management strategies;
Activities that will help overcome problems from the last round of planning;
Further evaluation of water management strategies, especially regional solutions, to meet
needs in small communities or rural areas;
6. Reevaluation of population and demand projections only under the presence of changed
conditions;
7. Interregional coordination; and
8. Administrative and public participation activities.
This scope is being prepared for the Lavaca Regional Water Planning Group (LRWPG) as a part of the
grant application process and also to be included in the public deliberation process. Each specific
scope item has been outlined below to include: 1) a statement of the problem or issue, 2) an
explanation of how this item corresponds to the allowable categories listed above, 3) an outline of the
specific activities required, and 4) a list of the desired outcome or deliverables expected.

Scope Item Number 1 - Groundwater Availability Determinations
Statement of the Problem/ Issue
One of the critical issues from the last round of water planning was the lack of completion of the Upper and
Middle Gulf Coast GAMs until late in the planning round and the subsequent questions which were raised
about those GAMs as a result of the differences between them in Wharton County. While the decision was
made to use the Middle Gulf Coast GAM, there was not time to really evaluate it, since the completion
came well after the supplies were established and the Planning Group was working on strategies. In
addition, there is a new model being developed as part of the LCRA/SAWS Water Project (LSWP) that is
more focused on Wharton and Matagorda Counties, and which may more accurately predict potential draw
down of the aquifer in response to the overdraft conditions in the Lavaca Region during droughts. Another
area of concern is the potential for changes in water quality as a result of additional pumping, particularly in
the southern reaches of Jackson County, and in some localized areas in Lavaca County. For all of the
reasons noted above, a reevaluation of the available groundwater supply is needed.

Allowable Board Category
The issues noted above correspond to No. 3, Refinement to water supply availability. It also corresponds to
No. 4, overcoming problems noted in the last round, namely the lack of a usable model at the time the
availability numbers were generated and the questions about LSWP that the modeling effort in that study
was not far enough along to address, and it also corresponds to No. 7, Interregional Coordination, since
Wharton County is split between Regions K and P.
Scope of Services
1. Develop a list of the data and data sources to adequately evaluate groundwater conditions in
Lavaca, Jackson, and the Region P portion of Wharton County.
2. Review current groundwater level measurement sites, both those used by the TWDB as well
as those developed and implemented by Groundwater Conservation Districts, identify the

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.

16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

28.
29.

frequency of monitoring, and recommend any increases in frequency of the monitoring
schedule.
Perform data gap analysis to determine adequacy of water level measuring data in the Lavaca
Region, both in terms of geographic and aquifer condition coverage as well as frequency of
monitoring.
Develop recommendations for the number of additional sample sites, or increased frequency
of monitoring at existing sites to maximize the value of the water level data.
Enter requests for category of technical and planning data to the appropriate agency.
Acquire most recent update of TWDB Groundwater Database and provide each County in
Region P with water well inventory and other technical data needed.
Use TWDB base maps and begin development of GIS dataset that will include all of the data
on wells and water level monitoring noted above.
Review status of Upper and Middle Gulf Coast GAMs to determine whether differences still
exist in the Region P areas of the two models.
Coordinate with LSWP project team to determine status of LSWP modeling efforts and to
determine what additional data has been used that was not used in the two GAMs already
developed
Review assumptions made for planted acreage of rice and other irrigated crops in the LSWP
model.
Compare assumptions with demands included in the LRWPG 2006 Regional Plan.
Determine extent of drawdown effects from the LSWP model and estimate additional
drawdown that might occur from LSWP in the Lavaca Region area.
Present findings to LRWPG
Assist LRWPG in developing a modeling committee to meet jointly with Lower Colorado River
Regional Water Planning Group (LCRWPG) modeling committee to discuss common interests
and concerns.
Participate with LCRWPG modeling committee in comparing all of the models available and
determining which more accurately represents the interests of each area. It is noted that one
model may not be the best for both areas.
Review modeling results noted above with water level information and water quality information
from various time periods.
Link the water quality data to specific well pumping levels in the areas.
Expand the GIS database developed above to include water quality information keyed to the
pumping level information, depicting quality as a function of water levels in a specific area, and
plotting maps of quality variation from different aquifer levels.
Assess coverage of water quality information and determine whether data gaps exist that limit
the accuracy of the data.
Plot projected contours of water levels from conjunctive use of groundwater during dry year
conditions.
Plot projected water quality conditions based on the contour levels developed in 23 above.
Review water quality needs for agricultural producers, municipalities, and local industries.
Determine whether or not the level of pumping anticipated in the dry year over production is
sufficient to cause water quality problems from the lowered water tables.
Develop graphical representations of the above issues, and present them to a normally
scheduled monthly meeting of the LRWPG.
Review comparisons with LRWPG and discuss potential paths forward.
Arrange joint meetings with LCRWPG scoping or modeling committees in developing scopes
for next biennium of current planning round.
Develop coordinated scope items for next biennium of the current planning round to address
any additional monitoring, analyses, and other data inputs needed to more accurately assess
availability both in terms of quantity and quality.
Produce draft report and submit for LRWPG and public comment.
Make revisions to report, as appropriate, and submit final version to LRWPG and TWDB.

Deliverables
1. Technical report on the comparison of the various models reviewed, along with strengths,
weaknesses and general applicability to the Lavaca Regional Water Planning Area.
2. GIS Database of water level and water quality information
3. Database of projected water levels and water quality information for anticipated pumping rates
identified in current plan.
4. Draft and final report on quality versus pumping.
5. Detailed list of scope items and budget needed in next biennium of current planning round.
Scope Item No. 2 – Review and Update Demand Information for Rice Irrigation.

Statement of the Problem/Issue
Agricultural usage makes up approximately 95 percent of the total water demand in Region P, with rice
irrigation comprising approximately 85 percent of the agricultural demand. As a result of the
predominance of agricultural needs, the LRWPG is relatively independent of the U.S. Census process,
and population is a relatively small factor in determining demands. However, there are many factors
that can and do significantly impact the amount of rice grown, which include Federal price supports,
Federal export policies, adverse weather conditions in other major rice producing areas, fuel costs, and
a number of other factors. As a result, it is important to continually review and update the projections
for rice usage in attempting to produce the most accurate projection possible.

Allowable Board Category
This investigation fits within No. 3, Refinement of strategies, since a decreased or increased rice
planting estimate will require changes in the drawdown determination and may have a lesser or greater
effect on the water table and potentially on water quality as well. It also has application to No. 5, since it
greatly impacts a predominantly rural area, and No. 6, since it represents a potentially changed
condition with respect to demand. As noted above, rice acreage is not tied to either the population as a
whole, or the census.
Scope of Services
1. Download TWDB maps of planted rice acreage for 2001 through 2005 and compare to planted
acreage information from the Texas Agricultural Statistics Service.
2. Print maps of planted acreage and indicate data and source.
3. Meet with rice producers, agricultural extension agents, Soil conservation agents and other
agricultural interests for a workshop session to review current available state of knowledge
about rice acreage for the past 10 years, as well as acknowledged sources of predictions for
future production. One workshop will be held in each county of the region.
4. Review aerial photographs and other data to identify rice growing areas and perform surveys to
determine changes in acreages that have been improved for conservation purposes.
5. Present maps to the local rice producers and extension agents in each workshop and obtain
information on the amount of acreage currently used as well as the amount of acreage
potentially suitable for rice cultivation.
6. Solicit information from the workshop attendees on those lands which have been improved
through precision leveling, multiple inlets, and other features to confirm or refute information
gathered in 4 above.
7. Review basic background information used in the two previous plans on usage per acre for the
various crops and discuss whether there are discernible trends in these numbers over time.
8. Collect meteorological data from the same time period as the rice production numbers and
compare water usage during dry years versus wetter years on a per acre basis.
9. Review upcoming farm bills and determine potential impacts of changes in price supports and
farm policy as well as foreign policy changes that could potentially open up new markets for

rice and impact the price. The Federal Farm Bills follow a 7 year cycle and the Farm Bill is up
for deliberation within the next year.
10. Develop demand projections for rice irrigation based on all of the above tasks and present to
the LRWPG in open meeting.
11. Review and incorporate comments into the draft and finalize report.
Deliverables
1. Spreadsheet of acreage and amounts of water per various crops for Lavaca, Jackson, and
Western Wharton County.
2. Draft report of tasks noted above including projected agricultural demands from the analysis
above compared with the demands from the last planning round.
3. If the demands are significantly different, a scope item will be developed for selecting the
appropriate groundwater availability modeling tool and running various scenarios of projected
demand to determine the potential impact on the aquifer.
Scope Item No. 3 – Investigation of Springflows
Statement of Problem/Issue
Comments were received after the last planning round in response to the issue of spring flows in the
LRWPG. The report had indicated that there were no active springs, although there were springs in the
past. The impacts of the management strategy of conjunctive use of groundwater and surface water was
presented as having no impact on spring flows because spring flows were essentially zero. The following
scope of work is to perform an investigation of former spring flow areas and determine if they have flowed
recently, under what hydrologic conditions, etc.
Allowable Board Category
This task would relate to No. 2, in that resolution of potential impacts to springs would make the proposed
management strategy more acceptable to the environmental community. It also relates to No. 3 in that if
springs are present that need to be accounted for in the determination of desired future conditions, it may
require a refinement of the strategy to limit the amount of pumping to that which is compatible with the
springflow observed.
Scope of Services
1. Review historic accounts to determine locations of past reported spring flows and perform field
investigations to determine whether springs currently exist in those areas or to find evidence if
they exist during wetter periods.
2. If springs are located, estimate flows coming from them and determine the likely impact of
water table changes on those springs, as well as whether or not there is a significant
contribution to the surface water supply from those springs.
3. Review the revised Gulf Coast Aquifer Middle and Upper Gulf Coast models as well as the
completed LSWP model to determine whether or not springs impacts are accounted for in any
of those models.
4. Develop maps of locations of former and any currently observed springs as well as measured
outputs.
5. Present spring investigation data to a regular meeting of the LRWPG in the form of a draft
report and solicit input.
6. Make appropriate changes to the draft report and submit to LRWPG and TWDB.
Deliverables
1. Map of spring locations, past and present.
2. Draft and final report of investigation of springflows and appropriate model.

3. Listing of any appropriate scope items in next biennium of current planning round, with budgets
identified.

Scope Item Number 4 – Changed Conditions/Plan Amendments
Statement of the Problem/Issues
The current requirements for receiving funding from the TWDB for a water supply related project, and for
processing permits for water resources through the TCEQ state that the project being contemplated for
funding or for permitting must be in accordance with the completed and adopted regional plan for its area.
As a result of this, there is significant emphasis placed on being specifically acknowledged in the plan. For
these reasons, there is a potential need for short term plan amendments to allow new sources of supply to
be placed in line in advance of need.

Allowable Board Category
This task fits into Board Category No. 1, Evaluation of new water management strategies in response to
changed conditions. The development of multiple potential sources of water is common in the industry
in order to ensure an adequate long term supply. Where these sources do not correspond with a single
strategy from the existing plan, then a plan amendment must be sought in order to allow the project to
proceed.

Scope of Work
A generic scope of work for the types of amendments that might be likely is as follows:
1. Meet with the applicant for the plan amendment and determine the reason behind the
amendment.
2. Review the amendment proposed and determine whether or not there is an adverse impact on
any WUG as a result of the amendment.
3. Prepare presentation materials for the LRWPG to review to determine the potential impact to
other WUGs and resources, and whether or not the implementation of this strategy caused a
shortage to another WUG.
4. Exercise water model (if surface water) to determine potential impacts on the environment from
the proposed strategy.
5. Develop presentation materials and present pros and cons of the amendment to the
assembled LRWPG.
6. Review situation with LRWPG and request determination of whether or not LRWPG
recommends approval with information available.
7. Provide support to LRWPG in holding public hearing on plan amendments, and responding to
comments received.
8. Make any changes needed as a result of the public hearing and submit to LRWPG for
transmittal to the TWDB.

Deliverables
The work product for this scope of work will consist of either amended pages to the plan incorporating the
revised strategy, or a written determination that the proposed amendment is in conflict with the plan.

Scope Item Number 5 – Public Outreach/Administration
Statement of the Problem/Issue
The LRWPG has a vested interest in having professional representation at its meetings and in meeting all
of the necessary requirements for outreach to the public related to the workings and deliberations of
LRWPG. These requirements include assisting with the presentation of materials and statements from
various sources, providing advice and guidance on the response to some of the presentations given to the
LRWPG, and providing the notice required for public meetings, public hearings, and other venues for
obtaining public input to the process. Some funds are needed to provide the necessary support and make
the required publications and notifications of availability of scopes of work and draft reports.

Allowable Board Category
The work contemplated here fits within the Board’s set aside for administrative purposes which was
allocated to the regions based on a funding formula developed by the Board staff. The purpose of
including it here is to ensure that the work done under these funds is recoverable by the LRWPG.

Scope of Work
1. Attend regularly scheduled meetings of the LRWPG even when there is not a specific report to
make by the consultant team.
2. Coordinate with Board staff to determine adequacy of notice for each instance in which notice
is required.
3. Provide all required notices of availability for scopes of work, grant applications, and draft and
final documents. This includes providing notices in the newspaper of general circulation in
each county.
4. Perform other duties as assigned.

Deliverables
Deliverables from this scope will include properly prepared notices of availability of scopes of work and
draft and final products, properly prepared newspaper notices, etc.

APPENDIX B
TASK BUDGET

Baseline Project Task Budget by Scope Item
Task
1

Subtask
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

2

Task Description
Groundwater Availability Determinations
Develop a list of data to adequately evaluate groundwater conditions
Review current groundwater level measurement sites
Perform data gap analysis to determine adequacy of water level measuring data
Develop recommendations for the number of additional sample sites
Enter requests for category of technical and planning data to the appropriate agency
Acquire update of TWDB GW database and provide each GCD with well inventory and data for minor
aquifer DFC development
Develop GIS dataset that will include all of the data on wells and water level monitoring
Review status of Upper and Middle Gulf Coast GAMs to determine whether differences still exist in the
Region P areas of the two models
Determine what additional data has been used that was not used in the two GAMs
Review assumptions made for planted acreage
Compare assumptions with demands included in the LRWPG 2006 Regional Plan
Determine extent of drawdown effects from the LSWP model
Present findings to LRWPG
Assist LRWPG in developing a modeling committee
Participate with LCRWPG modeling committee in comparing all of the models available
Review modeling results with water level information and water quality information
Link the water quality data to specific well pumping levels in the areas

Total Amount
$

120,000

$
$
$
$
$

3,800
4,600
3,500
1,600
2,300

$

2,500

$

7,600

$

7,400

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

4,800
1,500
500
3,700
4,000
2,800
4,000
5,200
5,500

Expand the GIS database to include water quality information keyed to the pumping level information

$

5,100

Assess coverage of water quality information
Plot projected contours of water levels from conjunctive use of groundwater
Plot projected water quality conditions based on the contour levels developed
Review water quality needs for agricultural producers, municipalities, and local industries
Determine whether or not pumping in dry years will cause water quality problems
Develop graphical representations of the above issues
Review comparisons with LRWPG and discuss potential paths forward
Arrange joint meetings with LCRWPG scoping or modeling committees in developing scopes for next
biennium of current planning round
Develop coordinated scope items for next biennium of the current planning round
Produce draft report and submit for LRWPG and public comment
Make revisions to report and submit final version to LRWPG and TWDB

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

5,500
4,700
5,400
2,900
5,500
2,700
3,800

$

5,700

$
$
$

6,000
5,000
2,400

Review and Update Demand Information for Rice Irrigation

$

35,000

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Download TWDB maps of planted rice acreage 2001-2005
Print maps of planted acreage and indicate data source
Meet with rice producers, agricultural extension, soil cons.
Review aerial photos and perform surveys
Present maps to local rice producers and extension to receive acreage data
Solicit information on improvements
Review data from previous plan
Collect meteorological data and compare usage for dry and wet years
Review upcoming farm bills
Develop demand projections present to LRWPG
Review comments and finalize report

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,000
1,000
5,000
7,000
4,200
2,800
1,000
2,000
1,500
5,000
4,500

Investigation of Springflows

$

33,200

1
2
3
4
5
6

Review historic accounts of springs
Perform field studies to investigate springs and estimate flow rates
Review Gulf Coast GAMs and LSWP model to determine if spring impacts are accounted for
Develop maps of former and currently observed springs as well as measured outputs
Present draft data to LRWPG
Finalize report and present to LRWPG

$
$
$
$
$
$

9,600
4,600
4,800
2,700
8,700
2,800

Changed Conditions/Plan Amendments

$

36,700

Meet with amendment applicants
Review proposed amendment and determien any adverse impact on WUGs
Prepare presentation amterils for LRWPG regarding impacts
Exercise the surface water model as necessary to determine impacts
Prepare and deliver presentation materials to LRWPG
Review situation with LRWPG

$
$
$
$
$
$

8,900
2,000
2,900
2,000
7,700
1,900

Provide support to LRWPG in holding public hearings on amendments and responding to comments

$

8,500

Make any changes needed as a result of the public hearing and submit to LRWPG for transmittal to TWDB

$

2,800

Public Outreach/Administration

$

26,000

$

250,900

3

4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

5
1
2
3
4

Attend LRWPG meetings to present progress
Coordinate with TWDB staff to determine adequacy of notice for each instance of notice
Provide all required notices of availability for scopes of work, grant applications, and draft docs.
Perform other duties as assigned.

Total Budget Request

APPENDIX C
EXPENSE BUDGET

Task 1 – Groundwater Availability Determinations
Category
1

Total Amount

Salaries & Wages
2
Fringe
Travel
3
Other Expenses
Subcontract Services
4
Overhead
Profit

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

19,788
10,369
1,000
2,000
51,700
22,103
13,040

Total

$

120,000

Task 2 – Review and Update Demand Information for Rice Irrigation
Category
1

Total Amount

Salaries & Wages
2
Fringe
Travel
3
Other Expenses
Subcontract Services
4
Overhead
Profit

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

9,636
5,049
1,200
2,000
10,764
6,350

Total

$

35,000

Task 3 – Investigation of Springflows
Category
1

Total Amount

Salaries & Wages
2
Fringe
Travel
3
Other Expenses
Subcontract Services
4
Overhead
Profit

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

9,152
4,795
1,000
2,000
10,222
6,031

Total

$

33,200

Task 4 – Changed Conditions/Plan Amendments
Category
1

Total Amount

Salaries & Wages
2
Fringe
Travel
3
Other Expenses
Subcontract Services
4
Overhead
Profit

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

10,212
5,351
1,000
2,000
11,407
6,730

Total

$

36,700

Task 5 – Public Outreach/Administration
Category
1

Total Amount

Salaries & Wages
2
Fringe
Travel
3
Other Expenses
Subcontract Services
4
Overhead
Profit

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6,364
3,335
5,000
7,108
4,194

Total

$

26,000

1

Salaries and Wages is defined as the cost of salaries of engineers, draftsmen, stenographers,
surveymen, clerks, laborers, etc., for time directly chargeable to this contract.
2

Fringe is defined as the cost of social security contributions, unemployment, excise, and payroll
taxes, employment compensation insurance, retirement benefits, medical and insurance benefits,
sick leave, vacation, and holiday pay applicable thereto.
3

Other Expenses is defined to include expendable supplies, communications, reproduction, postage,
and costs of public meetings.
4

Overhead is defined as the costs incurred in maintaining a place of business and performing
professional services similar to those specified in this contract. These costs shall include the
following:
Indirect salaries, including that portion of the salary of principals and executives that is
allocable to general supervision;
Indirect salary fringe benefits;
Accounting and legal services related to normal management and business operations;
Travel costs incurred in the normal course of overall administration of the business;
Equipment rental;
Depreciation of furniture, fixtures, equipment, and vehicles;
Dues, subscriptions, and fees associated with trade, business, technical, and
professional organizations;
Other insurance;
Rent and utilities; and
Repairs and maintenance of furniture, fixtures, and equipment.

APPENDIX D
TIME SCHEDULE

2007
Task/Item

2008

1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q

1 Groundwater Availability Determinations
Develop a list of data to adequately evaluate groundwater conditions

X

Review current groundwater level measurement sites

X

Perform data gap analysis to determine adequacy of water level measuring data

X

Develop recommendations for the number of additional sample sites

X

X

X

X

Enter requests for category of technical and planning data to the appropriate agency
Acquire update of TWDB GW database and provide each GCD with well inventory and data for minor aquifer DFC development

X

Develop GIS dataset that will include all of the data on wells and water level monitoring

X

X

X

X

X

Determine what additional data has been used that was not used in the two GAMs

X

X

Review assumptions made for planted acreage

X

Review status of Upper and Middle Gulf Coast GAMs to determine whether differences still exist in the Region P areas of the two models

Compare assumptions with demands included in the LRWPG 2006 Regional Plan

X

X

Determine extent of drawdown effects from the LSWP model

X

X

Present findings to LRWPG
Assist LRWPG in developing a modeling committee

X
X

X

X

Participate with LCRWPG modeling committee in comparing all of the models available

X

Review modeling results with water level information and water quality information

X

Link the water quality data to specific well pumping levels in the areas

X

Expand the GIS database to include water quality information keyed to the pumping level information

X

Assess coverage of water quality information

X

Plot projected contours of water levels from conjunctive use of groundwater

X

Plot projected water quality conditions based on the contour levels developed

X

Review water quality needs for agricultural producers, municipalities, and local industries

X

X

Determine whether or not pumping in dry years will cause water quality problems

X

Develop graphical representations of the above issues

X

Review comparisons with LRWPG and discuss potential paths forward

X

Arrange joint meetings with LCRWPG scoping or modeling committees in developing scopes for next biennium of current planning round

X

X

Develop coordinated scope items for next biennium of the current planning round

X

X

Produce draft report and submit for LRWPG and public comment

X

Make revisions to report and submit final version to LRWPG and TWDB

X

2 Review and Update Demand Information for Rice irrigation
Produce maps of planted rice acreage and review aerial photographs for improvements

X

X

X

Meet with producers and agricultural interests, present data, and receive comments

X

Review collected and past historical data to identify trends and meteorological impacts

X

X

Review upcoming farm bills and policy changes that could open up new markets for rice

X

X

Present draft data to LRWPG

X

Finalize report and present to LRWPG

X

3 Investigation of Springflows
Review historic accounts of springs

X

X

Perform field studies to investigate springs and estimate flow rates

X

X

Review Gulf Coast GAMs and LSWP model to determine if spring impacts are accounted for

X

Develop maps of former and currently observed springs as well as measured outputs

X

Present draft data to LRWPG
Finalize report and present to LRWPG

X
X

4 Changed Conditions/Plan Amendments

X

Meet with amendment applicants and determine potential for adverse impact

X

X

Present information to LRWPG in order to find impact to other WUGs

X

Exercise the surface water model as necessary to determine impacts

X

Prepare and deliver presentation materials to LRWPG

X

Review situation with LRWPG

X

X

Provide support to LRWPG in holding public hearings on amendments and responding to comments
Make any changes needed as a result of the public hearing and submit to LRWPG for transmittal to TWDB

X
X

5 Public Outreach/Administration
Attend LRWPG meetings to present progress
Provide support for public notice process and other duties as necessary

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

APPENDIX E
QUALIFICATIONS AND DIRECT EXPERIENCE OF
PROPOSED PROJECT STAFF

Patrick Brzozowski, P.E.
Lavaca-Navidad River Authority
P.O. Box 429 Edna, Texas 77957
361-782-5229 Fax 361-782-5310
pbrzozowski@lnra.org

2003 to Present
Lavaca-Navidad River Authority
General Manager
As the Chief Administrative Officer, manages and operates the affairs of the Authority,
subject only to Board of Director orders.
1998 to 2003
Lavaca-Navidad River Authority
Water Resource Manager
Manage operation and maintenance of water delivery and utility sections
Manage environmental matters
Reservoir Management Operations

BS Civil Engineering, University of Houston
Registered Professional Engineer

Secretary, Lavaca Regional Water Planning Group
Board Member – Texas Water Conservation Association
Member – American Water Works Association, Texas Water Utilities Association
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